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Abstract: Pain is a common symptom reported in COVID-19 patients. Impaired endogenous painmodulatory mechanisms such as conditioned pain modulation (CPM), and exercise-induced hypoalgesia (EIH) have been found in chronic pain conditions but is often overlooked in acute conditions that
evoke painful symptoms, such as COVID-19. The purpose was to compare pressure-pain sensitivity,
CPM, and EIH function among individuals who previously had COVID-19, both symptomatically and
asymptomatically, and a healthy control group. Pressure pain thresholds of 59 participants were
assessed in the forearm and leg using a pressure algometer before and after 1) submersion of their
dominant foot in cold water (2°C) for 1min; and 2) isometric knee extension performed to task-failure
at 25% of their maximal contraction. The CPM response was attenuated in individuals who were
infected with symptomatic COVID-19 (N = 26) compared to asymptomatic COVID-19 (N = 13) in arm
(-1.0% § 20.3 vs 33.3% § 26.2; P < .001) and leg (12.8% § 22.0 vs 33.8% § 28.2; P = .014) and compared to controls (N = 20) in arm only (-1.0% § 26.2 vs 23.4% § 28.2; P = .004). The EIH response was
not different between groups. CPM was impaired in individuals who had symptomatic COVID-19,
which may have long-term implications on pain modulation.
Perspective: This study reveals that CPM was impaired in individuals who had symptomatic
COVID-19 during the first wave of COVID-19, pre vaccine. These findings present a preliminary motive
to study the long-term implications of COVID-19 and its effects on pain modulation.
© Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of United States Association for the Study of Pain, Inc.
Key words: Conditioned pain modulation, Exercise induced hyperalgesia, Pressure pain thresholds,
COVID-19.

Introduction
Novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has
infected more than 532 million individuals and lead
to 6.3 million deaths since it was first identified in
December of 2019,85 making it one of, if not the
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most significant public health issues of the past century. The majority of COVID-19 infections result in
mild-to-moderate symptoms/disease with perhaps
one-third being “asymptomatic”.45 Although the risk
of mortality and developing severe disease and mortality is low (<1.5%),79,85 a recent study suggests an
excess mortality rate of approximately 3 times the
reported number of COVID related deaths,79 suggesting the impact of the pandemic has been significantly greater than indicated by reported death
rates. The long-term consequences of infection
remain somewhat unclear especially in those who
were asymptomatically infected. Persistence of symptoms for longer than 60 days, often termed “longCOVID” has been reported in roughly 30%72 of those
reporting a symptomatic infection, but scant data
exist on possible residual effects in individuals who
1923
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were asymptomatic and/or do not present with longCOVID.
Pain is a common, acute symptom of active coronavirus infection (COVID-19). Myalgia and headache have
been reported as the most common pain symptoms
with sore throat, abdominal pain, and chest pain experienced less frequently.28 Acute pain during COVID-19
infection likely originates from inflammation consequent to the infection.69,89 There is evidence that more
severe acute symptoms are associated with a larger
inflammatory response. Neuroinflammation and the
presence of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines in the peripheral and central nervous system can
produce functional or structural abnormalities of neurons, that over time can develop into chronic pain 30
and has been previously observed following other infections with other viruses such as parvovirus, hepatitis B
and C, HIV, etc.82 In addition to inflammatory mediated
changes in neuron function, SARS-CoV-2 may also
directly affect the nociceptive system via its action on
the angiotensin converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) which has
been shown to be a receptor for the SARS-CoV-2 spike
protein.29 ACE2 expressing sensory neurons synapse
with neurons in the central nervous system (CNS) which
can lead to pain symptomology.46,48
Impairments in pain modulation, often assessed via
conditioned pain modulation (CPM) or exercise-induced
hypoalgesia (EIH), have been demonstrated in a host of
chronic pain conditions including chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS),47,78 and fibromyalgia (FM).11,33,34,36,67,68,86.
Impaired endogenous pain modulation has been shown
to be predictive of the development of chronic pain 38,86
and is impaired in those with chronic pain [see 3 for
review]. Therefore, a better understanding of the
effects of COVID-19 infection on pain modulation could
provide insight into the potential future risk of chronic
pain in the hundreds of millions of individuals previously infected with COVID-19, who did not experience
long lasting symptoms. As such, this study sought to
compare pain modulatory function assessed via CPM
and EIH in a group of individuals who had been previously infected by COVID-19, who did not present with
reported symptoms of long-COVID. Individuals reporting both symptomatic and asymptomatic infections
were included and compared to a control group who
had not been infected. It was hypothesized that individuals who had been infected with COVID-19 would
have an attenuated CPM and EIH response compared to
controls.

Methods
Sample
A total of 64 individuals were recruited for this study;
4 were excluded as they had received the COVID-19 vaccine while enrolled in the study and had tested positive
for antibodies, and 1 was excluded since they had tested
positive for pregnancy. A total of 59 participants were
included in the analysis; 26 in the symptomatic group
(61% female), 13 in the asymptomatic group (66%
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female), and 20 controls (44% female). A sample of 18
participants per group was determined to be sufficient
to detect a moderate, but clinically relevant effect
(Cohens d of 0.50 SD) using a three group x 2 assessment
site mixed model (between-within) analysis of variance
(ANOVA; for interaction) via an a priori power analysis
assuming a correlation between repeated measures of
.90. With 13 participants in the asymptomatic group we
were powered (b = .80) to detect an effect of .59 SD at a
level of .05. All participants self-reported that they were
free of any musculoskeletal injuries, diagnosed chronic
pain conditions, and other diseases known to affect sensory processing at the time of testing. Participants who
currently had an active case of COVID-19 or those who
had a COVID-19 vaccine were also excluded from the
study. After providing informed consent, participants
who had previously tested positive for COVID-19 (past
12 months) were assigned to 1 of 2 COVID-19 groups
(see below). Those who had not tested positive had a
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and antibody test performed in order to confirm they were not currently
infected and to determine if they might have been
asymptomatic positive. Participants placed into the following 3 groups: 1) symptomatic COVID-19 infection, 2)
asymptomatic COVID-19 infection, and 3) non-infection
healthy control. The following criteria were used for
group assignment: for the symptomatic COVID-19 group
participants self-reported their symptoms that they had
experienced when they had an active COVID-19 infection from a list modified from the Center of Disease
Control (CDC) and provided evidence of a previous positive PCR or antibody ELISA test indicating infection. For
the asymptomatic group, participants self-reported no
symptoms and provided evidence of a previous positive
PCR and/or positive antibody test or self-reported no
symptoms, but had a positive antibody test. For the control group they self-reported no previous symptoms and
were negative on the PCR and antibody test administered immediately prior to testing. The participants provided written informed consent prior to the
experiment, and all testing procedures were approved
by the University of Oklahoma institutional review
board and complied with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Experimental Protocol
Participants were required to visit the Sensory and
Muscle Function laboratory located within the department of Health and Exercise Science for 3 testing visits
during the months of March through May 2021. All
instruments and procedures were approved by the University of Oklahoma ethics committee and complied
with the Declaration of Helsinki. Participants completed
three testing visits that occurred within a 7-day period.
On the first visit, written and verbal informed consent
was completed. Following consent, a physical activity
readiness questionnaire (PAR-Q), menstrual and drug
history questionnaire and a COVID-19 symptom review
survey were completed. Following consent and preliminary questionnaires, the participants completed a battery of psychological/pain questionnaires: 1) short form
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of the profile of mood states (POMS), 2) pain catastrophizing scale (PCS),70 3) and pain attitudes questionnaire-revised (PAQ-R).88 POMS data was collected as the
pandemic has been shown to influence mood55 and PCS
and PAQ were collected as pain catastrophizing and
pain attitudes are both associated with CPM and
EIH.43,75,81 The International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ) was also administered to assess selfreported physical activity.12 Physical activity amount
has been shown to influence pain modulatory
function.50,51,65,76 Participants were familiarized with
the procedure for pressure pain threshold (PPT) testing.
PPT assessment involved determining the minimum
amount of applied pressure (force) required to evoke
“pain.” Progressively increasing amounts of pressure
(30kPa’s per second) were applied to the muscle belly of
the vastus lateralis of their dominant leg and ipsilateral
muscle belly of the brachioradialis (arm) using an electronic AlgoMed pressure algometer (Medoc Ltd., Ramat
Yishai, Israel) interfaced with Medoc Algomed software
(Medoc Ltd., Ramat Yishai, Israel). Participants were
instructed to press a handheld button when they
deemed the applied pressure to first “hurt.” Three
assessments were performed on each muscle in an alternating fashion, with a 10-second interval between each
PPT. The three measurements on each muscle were averaged. The arm and leg were chosen as local and distal
sites for the two pain modulatory tests.
During visit two, participants had their height and
weight measured which was used to calculate body
mass index (BMI). CPM was assessed using a cold pressor
test (CPT) where the participants first submerged their
dominant foot into room temperature water for 1 minute. Following the room temperature water, ten
minutes of quiet rest was completed, and PPT’s using
the same method from the familiarization were measured three times in the dominant leg, and three times
in the ipsilateral arm in an alternating fashion. Averages
were taken of the PPT’s in each limb. Participants then
submerged their dominant foot into ice water (2-3 C)
for 1 minute. PPT’s were then reassessed immediately
after the cold water submersion. An additional 15
minutes of quiet rest was then provided and PPTs were
reassessed a final time. The neutral cool water bath was
used to control for potential distraction associated with
water immersion49 and this method has been used
previously.13,42,44
During visit 3, EIH was measured using a maximal isometric leg extension exercise that involved three maximal voluntary contractions (MVC), followed by a timeto-task failure (TTF) procedure of contacting the knee
extensors at 25% of the highest MVC. PPT’s were
assessed in the leg and ipsilateral arm before the MVC’s
and PPT’s were measured again immediately following
the TTF bout, and 15minutes post. An isometric dynamometer (KinCom; Biopac, Goleta, CA) was used to
measure MVC’s. The participants were seated with their
dominant knee at 110 degrees (full leg extension being
180 degrees) for both the TTF and MVC protocols. The
ankle of each leg was secured against the end of an
immobile lever arm. The force signal was digitalized

with Biopac MP-150 converter. The signals were
instantly displayed to participants via acknowledge software and recorded for analysis. Initially, three MVC’s
were performed by kicking against the locked isokinetic
dynamometer as forcefully as possible for a 3s bout.
Three minutes of rest were provided between attempts.
The highest value was taken as their MVC and used to
calculate the target force for the time to task failure
exercise bout. Participants were instructed to hold 25%
of their MVC until volitional exhaustion or when the
participant could no longer produce the force required.
Verbal encouragement was provided to the participants. The pre PPT values during visit 2 and 3 served as
baseline pain sensitivity measures for PPT’s as the familiarization process during visit one.6

Statistical Analysis
The data collected during the experiment was analyzed using SPSS 26. Alpha was set at <.05 for statistical
significance. Averages of 3 trials were taken for the
PPT’s in both the arm and the leg measures. Day-to dayreliability was measured using single measures intraclass
correlations coefficients (ICC’s) to assess consistency. In
order to account for differences in baseline PPT among
participants, CPM and EIH are reported as the percent
change from pre-values for the immediately post and
15-minute post assessments.
One-way ANOVAs were performed on normally distributed data to assess differences among the 3 groups
on participant characteristics (height, weight, age), selfreported physical activity, mood pain attitudes, pain catastrophizing, and PPT’s and were presented as means
and standard deviations. Non-parametric tests, such as
Kruskal-Wallis test, were performed on non-normally
distributed questionnaire results (self-reported physical
activity and mood) and were presented as medians. A 3
group (symptomatic, asymptomatic, and control) x 2 sex
(males and females) ANOVA was performed to assess
group and sex differences in PPT’s. A 3 group (symptomatic, asymptomatic, and control) x 2 time points (immediately post and 15-minute post) mixed model ANOVA
was performed to assess differences in the CPM and EIH
responses. A Bonferroni adjustment was used to identify
differences in the variables over the time points.
Effect sizes were calculated as partial eta squared (hp2)
statistic for ANOVA analysis and Cohen’s d statistic as
the differences in means divided by the pooled standard
deviation of the means. Effects of ».01 were judged to
be small, ».06 were judged to be moderate, and ≥.14
were judged to be large when computing hp2 and
effects of ».20 were judged to be small, ».50 were
judged to be moderate, and ≥.80 were judged to be
large when computing d.

Results
Participant Characteristics
Mean values and group differences for participant
characteristics can be found in Table 1. The control
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Table 1.

Group Descriptive for Symptomatic, Asymptomatic, and Control Groups (means § SD’s)
SYMPTOMATIC COVID-19 (N=26) ASYMPTOMATIC COVID-19 (N=13)

Age
Height (cm)
Weight (kg)
BMI
PPT leg (kPa)
PPT arm (kPa)
TTF (seconds)
CPM pain rating
IPAQ Walking (MET/mins)
IPAQ Moderate (MET/mins)
IPAQ Vigorous (MET/mins)
IPAQ Time Sitting (hours)
IPAQ Total (MET/mins)
PCS
PAQ SF
PAQ SC
PAQ SS
PAQ CSD
PAQ CR
POMS Tension
POMS Anger
POMS Fatigue
POMS Vigor
POMS Confusion
POMS Depression
POMS TMD

21.6 § 2.5
172.6 § 8.6
75.6 § 10.32
25.5 § 4.1
588.9 § 205.6
384.7 § 141.3
190.9 § 103.2
5.1 § 1.7
3286.7 § 5711.6
1769.6 § 1949.9
3639.7 § 5001.8
44.0 § 17.4
8696.0 § 11013.0
10.9 § 5.7
16.6 § 4.6
12.0 § 3.5
13.7 § 4.4
16.4 § 5.2
13.6 § 3.7
6.1 § 4.0
3.2 § 2.9
7.8 § 4.9
8.1 § 4.1
4.3 § 3.4
4.4 § 4.2
17.8 § 15.7

23.2 § 3.2
170.6 § 9.2
69.3 § 16.8
23.5 § 4.2
438.5 § 166.6
320.1 § 138.9
177.4 § 49.0
4.5 § 1.5
2923.3 § 3171.4
2432.3 § 3170.4
2450.0 § 2742.2
46.3 § 19.6
7805.3 § 8595.5
10.6 § 6.5
15.7 § 3.2
12.4 § 3.2
14.1 § 2.4
13.2 § 4.0
13.1 § 3.2
5.2 § 3.4
3.6 § 3.0
7.4 § 5.5
9.4 § 2.4
3.8 § 3.4
4.2 § 3.8
14.9 § 15.9

CONTROL (N=20)
y

24.3 § 4.8 *,
175.6 § 9.4
76.3 § 24.6
24.6 § 3.6
629.2 § 334.1
478.4 § 284.6
181.4 § 81.8
5.7 § 1.7
2077.3 § 2089.6
1285.8 § 1375.6
2280.8 § 2452.6
50.4 § 18.7
5643.8 § 8832.2
15.6 § 10.3
15.8 § 3.4
13.4 § 2.7
14.1 § 3.7
17.8 § 4.3 *,^
14.0 § 3.0
4.7 § 4.7
2.8 § 4.4
6.5 § 3.9
9.4 § 4.4
3.6 § 2.4
3.3 § 3.6
11.2 § 16.3

P-VALUE PARTIAL ETA SQUARED
.04
.31
.33
.34
.11
.08
.87
.16
.65
.33
.45
.51
.52
.09
.70
.34
.93
.03
.80
.48
.78
.65
.45
.68
.61
.40

.11
.04
.04
.04
.07
.08
.00
.07
.02
.04
.03
.02
.02
.08
.01
.04
.00
.12
.01
.03
.01
.02
.03
.01
.02
.03

*difference between symptomatic vs asymptomatic,
ydifference between symptomatic and control,
^difference between asymptomatic and control.BMI, Body mass index, BF%, body fat percentage, PPT, pressure pain threshold, CPM, Conditioned Pain Modulation,
TTF, Time to task failure, IPAQ, international physical activity questionnaire, PCS, pain catastrophizing scale, PAQ, Pain attitudes questionnaire, SF, stoic fortitude, SC,
stoic concealment, SS, stoic superiority, CSD, cautious self-doubt, CR, cautious reluctance, TMD, total mood disturbance

group was older than the asymptomatic COVID-19
group (P = .042 for ANOVA; hp2 = .107). No differences
were found among the groups in all dimensions of the
IPAQ, PCS, and POMS. Furthermore, no differences were
found in the PAQ with the exception of 1 dimension;
cautious self-doubt (P = .034; hp2 = .122), which demonstrated differences between asymptomatic and control
groups (P = .027).

COVID-19 Symptoms
Fever was reported in 60% of participants (N = 15)
who had previously experienced symptoms of COVID19. For respiratory symptoms, cough was experienced in
60% (N = 15), hemoptysis in 4% (N = 1), congested nose
in 80% (N = 20), phlegm in 68% (N = 17), and 72% experienced some degree of shortness of breath (N = 18).
Every symptomatic individual reported experiencing at
least 1 neurological symptom. Fatigue and headaches
were seen in 84% of symptomatic COVID-19 participants
(N = 21), myalgia in 72% (N = 18), anosmia in 60%
(N = 15), angeusia in 56% (N = 14), sore throat in 48%
(N = 12), 44% reported difficulties in concentration
(N = 11) and jaw/facial pain was reported in 12% (N = 3).
Gastrointestinal manifestations of COVID-19 were less
common (N = 14; 56%), with 44% experiencing diarrhea
(N = 11) and 28% experiencing nausea (N = 7).

Pressure Pain Sensitivity
No differences were found in baseline PPT’s among
groups in the leg (P = .111; hp2 = .07), or the arm
(P = .082 for ANOVA; hp2 = .08) (Table 1). PPT’s across all
three visits were consistent and demonstrated high reliability in both leg (ICC = .965) and arm (ICC = .940).

Pain Modulation
A significant group x time interaction was observed
for CPM in both the leg (P = .008) and the arm (P = .001).
There were no group differences observed at 15-minute
post ice bath in the leg (P = .15) or arm (P = .70). Bonferroni adjustment indicated that the magnitude of CPM
differed between the symptomatic and asymptomatic
groups in the leg (12.8% § 22.0 vs 33.8% § 28.2;
P = .014), but not between the symptomatic and control
(12.8% § 22.0 vs 18.1% § 14.1; P = .678), or the asymptomatic and control groups (33.8% § 28.2 vs 18.1% §
14.1; P = .107) (Fig 1). In the arm significant differences
were observed between symptomatic and asymptomatic
groups (-1.0% § 20.3 vs 33.3% § 26.2; P < .001),
between the symptomatic and control group (-1.0% §
26.2 vs 23.4% § 28.2; P=0.004), but not between the
asymptomatic and control groups (33.3% § 26.2 vs
23.4% § 28.2; P = .504) (Fig 2).
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Figure 1. Group differences in Condition Pain Modulation between symptomatic COVID-19, asymptomatic COVID-19, and control
groups in the leg. *denotes significant difference between symptomatic and asymptomatic. IP = immediately post, 15P = 15minutes
post.

The group*time interaction for EIH in the leg was not
significant (P = .94), but there was a main effect for time
(36.1% vs 20.8% for immediately post and 15-minute
post; P < .001) (Fig 3). No differences were observed in
the arm (P = .82 for the interaction, and P = .39 for time
main effect) (Fig 4).

Discussion
This study compared pressure pain sensitivity and pain
modulatory function in individuals who have been previously infected by COVID-19, both symptomatically and

asymptomatically, to a control group that did not have
COVID-19. The primary findings of this study were 1)
pressure pain sensitivity did not differ among groups, 2)
the magnitude of EIH was not different between
groups, and 3) the CPM response in symptomatic
COVID-19 was significantly lower than the asymptomatic and control groups in the arm. The magnitude of
the CPM response in the arm was significantly lower in
the symptomatic group than asymptomatic group and
control group whereby the symptomatic COVID-19
group showed a lack of CPM response.
Pain sensitivity in both the upper and lower extremity
in previously symptomatic COVID-19, asymptomatic

Figure 2. Group differences in Condition Pain Modulation between symptomatic COVID-19, asymptomatic COVID-19, and control
groups in the arm. *denotes significant difference between symptomatic and asymptomatic. # denotes significant difference
between symptomatic and control group. IP = immediately post, 15P = 15minutes post.
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Figure 3. Group differences in Exercise Induced Hypoalgesia between symptomatic COVID-19, asymptomatic COVID-19, and control groups in the leg. IP = immediately post, 15P = 15minutes post.
COVID-19 and control groups showed no statistical difference. While we did expect to find a difference
between groups, previous exposure to SARS-CoV-2
appeared to not have an effect on pressure pain sensitivity. Our group was homogeneous and did not differ
in mood,7 catastrophizing,16 and physical activity 17
which have all been reported as determinants that may
affect pain sensitivity. Particpants that were tested did
not have an active COVID-19 infection and it would be
interesting to investigate whether an active COVID-19
case attenuates pressure pain responses.
Individuals who had symptomatic COVID-19 seemed to
have a dysfunctional CPM response in a distal location;

the forearm compared to the other 2 groups. The mean
arm CPM response was -1% in the symptomatic group
compared to the control group and the asymptomatic
group whose pain thresholds increased following the cold
pressor test by 33% and 26%, respectfully. This magnitude
is similar to the mean magnitude of CPM evoked (29%) in
studies using healthy controls in a recent meta-analysis
review 61. The included studies in the analysis used the
CPT,15,25,37,60,64,68,74,80 heat,25,39,57,68 ischemia,9,20,21,62 and
chemical stimuli 2,23,26,71 as the conditioning stimulus,
with the most common being the CPT 61 similar to that
used in the present study. Our finding of an attenuated
response in the symptomatic group is similar to those who

Figure 4. Group differences in Exercise Induced Hypoalgesia between symptomatic COVID-19, asymptomatic COVID-19, and control groups in the arm. IP = immediately post, 15P = 15minutes post.
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have been diagnosed with chronic pain conditions such as
fibromyalgia,34,53,58,59
headache/migraine,10,14,54,63,73
1,35,41
arthritis,
irritable bowel syndrome 83,84 and myalgia
40
whereby the CPM response magnitude was significantly
lower compared to the control groups. Impaired CPM predicts chronic post-operative pain when assessed in painfree individuals prior to surgery 87 and has potential utility
as a biomarker for chronic pain risk. Pro-inflammatory
cytokines can sensitize or activate nociceptors and transmit painful stimuli to the brain.89 The surface expressed
angiotensin converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) has been found
to be main receptor for uptake of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein.29 Evidence indicates that ACE2 expressing sensory
neurons synapse with spinal and brainstem central nervous system (CNS) neurons leading to neurological effects,
including headache and nerve pain 46,48(17, 18). Additionally activation of ACE2 receptors lead to an inflammatory
response and a viral infection may cause localized and systematic inflammation. Inflammation is a key proponent
of pain and impaired pain modulation, as such, could be a
reason as to why pain modulation is impaired in those
who have had symptomatic COVID-19 and may be
experiencing lingering inflammation.
Despite our findings of differences in CPM among
groups, we found no differences in the EIH response in
individuals who have had symptomatic COVID-19 and
those who did not. CPM and EIH have been shown to
correlate,42,77 however in younger adults, this relationship has not been consistently observed.56 Our sample,
other than COVID-19 infection status, was relatively
homogenous, especially in regards to age and PA, which
are thought to play a role in EIH. Endogenous opioids,32
hemodynamics,22 pro-inflammatory cytokines,31 and distraction 19 have also been proposed as possible mechanisms underlying EIH. Our findings seem to indicate that
COVID-19 infection does not seem to alter this pathway
(s). This further highlights existing evidence 18 that CPM
and EIH do not necessarily modulate pain sensitivity using
the same shared pathways. Furthermore, regular physical
activity across all three groups may attribute to the
groups not having an impaired EIH response following
COVID-19 infection as exercise elicits an anti-inflammatory mechanism 24 that may sub serve as protection from
the pro-inflammatory effects of COVID-19. Similar to
other pain conditions, there is broad inter-individual variability in both EIH and CPM but it is generally accepted
that multiple factors affect pain modulation (see 52,66 for
review) and could be contributing to the high levels of
variability of CPM and EIH response within our sample.
This study had several limitations to note. Firstly, individuals who previously had asymptomatic COVID-19
may not have had antibodies present. SARS-CoV-2 antibodies remain stable for at least 5 months after an infection with the virus,8 so participants who were in the
control group may have had asymptomatic COVID-19
prior to the 5 months. Second, we used recall for symptoms that the participants had when they had an active
case of COVID-19. We did not assess whether or not
they had long COVID-19, nor did we collect detailed
information on current health status or current symptoms. At the time of testing (spring 2021), data on long-
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COVID was emerging and was not fully established,
therefore additional studies assessing long COVID-19
symptoms and their impact on modulatory function is
warranted. While we collected data on the painfulness
of the CPM protocol, we did not ask the participants to
rate the pain of the EIH protocol. This would have been
helpful to evaluate the endogenous pain-inhibitory
effects of the exercise, as EIH magnitude can be influenced by the painfulness of the exercise. Time of day
was not controlled for during PPT testing. It has been
suggested that time of day is a contributing factor to
pain sensitivity; however, inconsistent findings have
been found at which time participants were most sensitive to pain at its peak.4,5 It is possible that this study
was underpowered, however, since we did find a result
with CPM and not the other two tested variables (EIH
and pain sensitivity); it is possible that what we found
regarding CPM is significant and concerning.
Despite these limitations, the current study adds
COVID-19 infection to a growing list of conditions characterized by impaired pain modulation. The results from
the study indicate CPM function was impaired in individuals who had symptomatic COVID-19. No differences
between groups were found in pressure pain sensitivity,
and no differences between symptomatic group and the
other two groups were found in EIH. CPM seemed to be
effected by symptomatic COVID-19 with the EIH response
remaining unaffected; the exact mechanisms of CPM and
EIH need further exploration especially regarding conditions that involve acute systemic inflammation. Impaired
CPM response could be an indication on whether or not
COVID-19 exposure may have long-term implications on
pain modulation and increased risk of chronic pain development. This study used younger adults who were not
admitted into the ICU; additional research in older adults
and those who had more severe symptoms of COVID-19
is warranted. Those who were admitted to the ICU with
more severe symptoms may have different or more profound implications to pain modulatory function and this
is very important to address due to the association
between chronic pain and impaired pain modulation.
This study and its findings add to the growing body of
literature that there are residual consequences of
COVID-19. It is unknown whether CPM remains dysregulated long term and this should be addressed in future
research studies, both cross sectional and longitudinal.
CPM was impaired in individuals who had symptomatic
COVID-19, which may have long-term implications on
pain modulation. These findings are concerning in that
normally healthy, young adults who have demonstrated
only mild to moderate symptoms of COVID-19 have an
impaired CPM response, as such, pain modulatory function should be examined in symptomatic COVID-19
older adults and in those vulnerable populations who
are at risk for chronic pain development.
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